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How to find star rated providers 

To find star rated providers in your area go to: http://triwou.org/projects/qris 

On the left side of the screen there is a section for information for parents and families. You can search 

for star rated providers by zip code, city, county or provider/program name. Note: to find a provider in 

Lane County you would want to search by “Lane”. If you search by “Lane County” you will receive a list 

of all providers with “Lane County” listed in their name.  

 

QRIS ratings defined 

The Quality Rating and Improvement system only has three star ratings, but why does it start at 3 star? 

Providers must be licensed in order to qualify for a QRIS star rating. The next step is when they make a 

commitment to quality by taking an Introduction to Quality Training. The star ratings are set up like this: 

Licensing  = The provider is licensed with the Office of Child Care. They are not considered 

part of the QRIS at this point. To be included in the QRIS the provider needs to 

make an intentional commitment to show that they are focused on providing 

high quality child care. This would be the equivalent to a 1 star rating.  

Commitment to Quality = The provider is now considered part of the QRIS and can be found in the 

above search with a C2Q (Commitment to Quality) rating or the equivalent to a 

2 star rating.  

3, 4 or 5 star = The provider has turned in a portfolio to the Research Institute at Western 

Oregon University. The portfolio has been reviewed for training and education 

requirements along with facility requirements. See the “Star Ratings Explained” 

below for more information.  
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Star ratings on the DHR provider screens 

The online provider search will provide you with the name and phone number of star rated providers in 

your area. To find out if the provider is already listed with DHS you can use this information to search for 

the provider information by using DPPL.  

DPPL by name:  

• When searching by a facility name you would search DPPL,child care center. This will provide 

you with an alphabetical list of all of the providers with a name similar to the one you typed. You 

may need to scroll up or down on the list by using the F7 and F8 keys. Mark the provider record 

you want to review and hit F17 (shift F5).  
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• When searching by phone number you do not include the area code and you must hit enter 

twice. Example: DPPL,5551234 (enter enter). Some larger organizations will have multiple 

provider sites listed with the same phone number; multiple provider records may appear.  

DPPM screen 

Once you have pulled up the provider’s DPPM screen you can see:  

1. The star rating – this would be 3, 4 or 5. If the field is blank they are not eligible for incentive 

payments.  

2. Opt In for additional payments – providers don’t need to bill for the incentive amount in order 

to receive payment. For this reason, providers needed to have the ability to opt out of the 

additional payment if they so choose. If this flag is set to N, this means the provider has 

intentionally notified DHS that they do not want to receive any additional payments.   

3. Contracted child care - if the provider is currently contracted to provide care through DHS they 

are not eligible to receive an incentive payment. If this flag is set to a Y the provider is not 

eligible for incentive payments.    

 

 

 

Viewing the incentives on the payment screens 

From the DPPM screen above hit F14 (shift F2). This will show you a list of all of the payments for one 

provider. If you wish to see a list of all payments for a client’s case, you would enter DPCS,case#. Once 
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you have a payment list (provider or client), you mark the payment you wish to review and hit F23 (shift 

F11) to take you to the DPCR screen.  

 

 

1. The provider must bill 136 hours or more to be approved for an incentive payment. If the hours 

are less than 136 an incentive payment will not be issued.  

Trouble shooting: This screen shows how many hours the provider actually billed. The 

actual authorized hours on the case may be more or less than this amount. If the case 

was approved for less than 136 hours the provider will not receive an incentive 

payment.  

2. This shows the provider’s actual billed amount. In this example the provider’s rates are lower 

than the DHS maximum rate. The provider does not need to bill for the incentive amount on the 

Child Care Billing.  

3. The incentive amount for the child appears on the child’s payment line. The total incentive 

payment for the case appears in the payment information below.  

4. The benefit amount is the total amount billed ($998) + incentive ($90) – the copay ($27) = 

$1061.  

 

Incentive amounts are: 

���  $54.00 per full-time child per month 

���� $72 

����� $90 


